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Jimmy was a normal boy and had a normal life.  On a different day he was going to 
see a live performance of his favorite musician in San Antonio.  He drove to the 
concert in his truck when he saw a man stealing the purse of an old woman.  He 
slammed on the brakes and jumped out of his truck and ran after the man.  The 
man was too fast for Jimmy. 
“Are you okay?” Jimmy asked the old woman. 
“Oh I’m fine, but thank you,” the old woman replied. 
Then, Jimmy got back in his truck and went to the concert and had a blast, but he 
never forgot what happened to that old woman.  He saw more crimes and tried to 
help sometimes he succeeded, but sometimes he didn’t. 
 
Later on in life he became a police officer so he could help more people.  He was 
the best in his class and the hardest worker, but Jimmy wanted to help even more 
he always felt bad when he didn’t help. 
 
Jimmy had an idea he told it to his friend, Robert, who was a scientist.  The idea 
was to create gadgets to help him fight crime.  So they got to work making gadgets 
and even ended up making a suit to secure his identity.  He could help even more 
and Robert even developed a way to track the criminals!  Though every hero must 
have a villain, and his was a man who manipulated the force of magnetism and he 
was called, Collision.  They battled many times and both were great fighters with 
Jimmy’s power to fly and deflect projectiles they fought hard.  So Robert and 
Jimmy got to work to stop Collision’s powers!  They had trouble, but they found a 
way to stop him.  All they had to do was use things that weren’t magnetic to disable 
him from deflecting Jimmy’s attempts to stop him. 
 
It was the day Jimmy and Collision fought for one last time.  Collision started by 
forcing a truck to go right through Jimmy.  Jimmy flew up and plummeted back 
down to the ground in a cool, stylish landing.  Jimmy tried to throw a ninja star at 
Collision he tried to force the ninja star back at Jimmy, but the ninja star was 
made of copper which isn’t magnet.  The ninja star hit Collision and put him on the 
ground, but it didn’t puncture his skin.  While he was on the ground Jimmy ran to 



get Collision’s gadget, but wasn’t quick enough.  Jimmy would not lose though so he 
continued to battle.  Jimmy threw another ninja star.  Collision expected this and 
dodged it. 
“You better be smarter than just using copper weapons to defeat me!!” Collision 
yelled followed by an evil laugh. 
“Oh I will be smarter than you,” Jimmy replied. 
 
Jimmy threw three ninja stars at Collision and charged at him.  Collision was 
distracted by the ninja stars, and didn’t notice Jimmy running towards him.  
Collision dodged the ninja stars, but didn’t doge Jimmy.  They collided with a 
THUD!  Jimmy grabbed Collision’s gadget while he had the chance. 
 
“Am I smart enough now?” Jimmy asked. 
“Yes,” Collision answered shamefully. 
 
Jimmy won.  He helped so many people.  Which was all he ever wanted to do.  Jimmy 
was a hero.  Jimmy was Bird Brain. 
 
“Hey, Jimmy, you are on the news,” Robert said. 
“Who is this mysterious, savior?  Who is his enemy?  And what will he do next?” 
the reporter said. 
	


